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Burj Rafal Hotel Kempinski, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

For more information about the summit please contact Saloni Mathur
Email: saloni.mathur@fleming.events  | T: +91 80 4900 5000

Q1. What do you think of the current cyber security condition in the region?
Russell Gann: Cyber security in the region is probably very good for surveillance, but very poor for security. 
I’ve seen the percentages of successful hacks from other countries and this does not bode well for the 
current state of cyber security in the region.

Q2. With the progress towards addressing cyber threats in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, what are your 
views on future cyber readiness? 
Russell Gann: This falls into the category “you get what you pay for.” The primary issue is a combination of 
what the data is worth versus what is paid to protect the data. With cyber intrusions at an all time high and 
government-sponsored hacking, there is no shortage on money spent to do the hacking. Are we spending 
sufficient amounts to counter same?

Q3. What do you think are the most important two or three things that companies should be doing in the 
first 24 hours after discovering a cyber security incident? 
Russell Gann: Based on whether the data falls into privacy or government security categories, ascertaining 
the damage done, shutting down access to affected areas and search for cyber intruders are the first three 
items on my agenda.

Q4. We believe that cyber crime industry will only become more professional and efficient, which could 
lead to rising losses globally. Tell us briefly, how SMB’s can stay ahead of cyber security threats in 2016?
Russell Gann: The key to countering threats is to maintain a secure, impenetrable environment. 
Sometimes, the only way to do this is through a complete severance of data that should not be accessed 
from the outside but disconnecting it completely from a hack-able environment. Moving towards sharing 
only most recently acquired information or most required data appears to be happening more and more.
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